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Forbidden planet pizza iowa city

COVID-19 alert: Menu hours and options may be affected due to covid-19 corona virus. Please contact the restaurant directly for up-to-date information. This restaurant has been reported as permanently closed. Click here if it has reopened. Delivery No Payment Credit Card Accepted Parking Road Good for Kids Yes Casual Alcohol
Clothing Yes - Full Bar Reservations No Price $$ $ - Eat Cheap (less than $10) $ $ - Moderate ($11-$25) $ - Expensive ($25-$50) $ - Very expensive (over $50) WiFi No* This restaurant has closed. If this restaurant is open or has reopened, please let us know. 23/10/2020 - MenuPix User 24/01/2020 - MenuPix User 2 Reviews 2 reviews
with an average rating of 3.5 stars have been consolidated here. Consolidated reviews are included in the calculation of the average rating of 3.5 stars which is based on 4 total reviews. Zach Berg| Press Citizen Forbidden Planet, the retro pizzeria in the heart of Iowa City's pedestrian mall, is set to close. According to Forbidden Planet co-
owner Tommy Connolly, the venue will have its last day open Wednesday. A new breakfast and lunch restaurant, The Dandy Lion, is already planned to open in its place in the spring. Tis with a heavy heart and a trembling hand that I say Forbidden Planet will close, as forever, said a Facebook post written by one of the owners of the
pizzeria by Connolly last week. We've had a glorious run, but alas, it's time to do something different. Please stop and say goodbye, the post said. We have something in the works and updates will be available. Forbidden Planet opened its doors in downtown Iowa City, 111 S. Dubuque St., in November 2014. He replaced The Tobacco
Bowl, one of the few smoking cafes in eastern Iowa at the time. The Tobacco Bowl has been open for almost 25 years. Connolly said Tuesday that The Dandy Lion will focus on serving a breakfast and lunch menu seven days a week. In the afternoon, they plan to close the kitchen and have the place turned into a café with coffee and
other drinks. Some pre-packaged foods will be sold even when the kitchen is closed. Forbidden Planet remained alone in the Iowa City area as the only pizzeria. While places like Colonial Lanes still feature various arcade machines such as the classic arcade game The Simpsons, forbidden planet's collection featured some of the games
and iconic names in the video game world: Tetris, Mario Bros., Ms Pac-Man, and Burger Time, along with various pinball machines. Their menu featured pizzas with eclectic names such as Al Gorgonzola, Burger Time, Morrissey - topped with nothing but vegetables, as The Smith's vegetarian lead singer Morrissey would like - and the Q-
Bert.Connolly said most machines they have already been sold, but that the restaurant will host an open house on Saturday to sell the rest of its games and other restaurant items. Along with thin-crusted pizzas to deep plate, Forbidden Planet also served salads, appetizers, sides and and selection of alcoholic beverages from his bar.
News of the closure of Forbidden Planet comes just days after it was announced that Iowa City's Northside Bistro restaurant had closed. Reach Zach Berg at 319-887-5412, zberg@press-citizen.com or follow him on Twitter @ZacharyBerg. By Deborah Neyens, correspondent Thomas Connolly has a knack for nostalgia with a
contemporary twist. Connolly's restaurants, North Liberty's Bluebird Café, and Iowa City's Bluebird Diner serve modern food for the soul of the Midwest in a retro diner setting. On his latest adventure, Connolly has recreated an authentic 80s-style arcade serving trendy cocktails, craft beers, and a new version of pizza. Connolly said the
idea for Forbidden Planet, which opened November 6 on iowa city's Ped Mall, originally came from his business associates, Luther Moss and Cory Ingle. At the time, Moss was the director of the Tobacco Bowl, a coffee shop and cigar shop that Connolly's family had owned and operated for nearly 25 years. Ingle, a longtime friend of
Moss's, worked at the recently closed Wedge pizzeria in downtown Iowa City. In recent years, it was becoming apparent that it was time to change the business, Connolly said of the decision to convert the Tobacco Bowl into a game room and pizzeria. With fewer smokers, we saw our market decline, but we had this big space in the
middle of downtown. The three men decided to pull the trigger in the spring of 2014. Tobacco Bowl closed in late May and spent the next five months building the space, installing a kitchen, and buying vintage video games and pinball machines. Their search for arcade games took men to places like St. Louis and Chicago where collectors
had hundreds of video game machines stored in vast warehouses. THE ARTICLE CONTINUES UNDER THE PUBLICITY People can be fanatical about buying, selling and restoring video games, Connolly said. It's a labor of love. Forbidden Planet's collection includes four pinball machines and 10 classic video games such as Pole
Position, Mario Bros. More machines are waiting in storage and will be rotated to keep things cool. In a return to 1981, all video games cost only a quarter per game, and pinball machines are 50 cents. Connolly and his partners are particularly proud of Forbidden Planet's pizza. The pizzeria offers deep dishes and Neapolitan - or thin -
pizzas with a wide selection of toppings. We use fresh, local ingredients whenever we can and make the sauce and crust from scratch, Connolly said. Ingle, who runs the kitchen, makes the pizza dough using super fine Italian bread flour to produce a crunchy crust. Pizzas are cooked in a special pizza oven at a company in up to New
York State. The menu of Planet is complemented by an evolving selection of craft beers on tap, cocktails and coffee drinks made using a traditional lever-operated espresso machine. l Get to know a company or manager who has been in business for less than a year who be ideal for Ground Floor? Contact George Ford at
george.ford@thegazette.com. Tommy Connolly, owner of Forbidden Planet Pizza + Arcade Forbidden Planet, is known on Facebook this afternoon to announce that the downtown Iowa City pizzeria will close its doors forever next week. Answering questions on the phone, Connolly said he expects the last day to be in the next half of next
week, but he couldn't give an exact date. Forbidden Planet was a partnership, and that partnership broke up, so we have to do something else with space, Connolly said. Previous owners Luther Moss and Cory Ingle left the business in October 2017. Right now the vision is that we'll have breakfast and lunch, and then in the afternoon we'll
close the kitchen and do some sort of coffee-lounge-wine stuff, he said, adding that the name of the new business will be The Dandy Lion. The basic layout of the place should not change and there are no plans to expand into adjacent spaces. We're going to have to do some remodeling, so hopefully we'll be open in four months, maybe
two or three. He said the style of the kitchen will be Simple things done well with real and natural ingredients. Thoughts? Tips? A nice picture of a dog? Share them with LV» editor@littlevillagemag.com pizzeria and arcade video Forbidden Planet will close its doors after opening its last day for today. Named after the 1956 film of the same
name, Forbidden Planet is located in the heart of the Pedestrian Mall. It was founded nearly four years ago, in the spring of 2014, to replace the Tobacco Bowl, which was also owned by Tommy Connolly and his family. It closed due to a drop in the number of smokers, and Connolly opted to open a family pizzeria with several business
partners, a partnership that has since disbanded. A number of classic arcade games were present there, including Mario Bros, Tetris and several pinball machines, almost all sold. Despite inflation, games still cost a quarter. There was also a bar serving craft beer and other drinks, many of which suited the theme, such as bloody mario.
The pizza featured a Neapolitan style, with specialties adorned with clever names such as The Al Gorgonzola, The Italian Stallion Medallion, Your Face Invader and many others. Connolly, also the owner of the Bluebird Diners in Iowa City and North Liberty, said it was closing due to a lack of interest in the restaurant's theme. The pizza-
arcade theme works very well in many places, but at a small and expensive outlet like this, it didn't work as well as we expected, he said. I think he just needed more space. While it wasn't as successful as Connolly had hoped, the food received impressive reviews, with five-star ratings on Facebook and TripAdvisor. The Last Night
pizzeria looked bittersweet, and it seemed like most guests were big fans of the place, with many families braved the cold to have some last ones and send their last quarters down the machines. The announcement was made on Facebook last week, in a post that said: Tis with a heavy heart and a trembling hand that I say Forbidden
Planet will close, as forever, next week. Alas, it's time to do something different. When asked what would happen next for the outlet, Connolly said he was planning to open a breakfast and lunch restaurant that would close his kitchen by afternoon and become a coffee serving coffee and wine. The name of the new plant will be The Dandy
Lion, like a well-dressed cat, Connolly said jokingly. Construction will begin in the coming weeks and Connolly hopes to have the new business open for business by March or April. April.
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